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The 1999 Mw7.6 Chi-Chi Earthquake occurred and produced ~10m slip along the northern Chelungpu

fault in Taiwan. This study tries to estimate the fracture energy in past coseismic events and understands

the plausible faulting mechanism within the active fault zone by obtaining the particle size distribution of

fault gouge from the Taiwan Chelungpu-fault Drilling Project (TCDP). By means of Scanning Electron

Microscope (SEM), Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) and ImageJ analysis, we recognize the

distinguished fracture and grain size within the 12-cm-black gouge and divide it into six layers. The

particle diameter (D) and number of particles (N(D)), displaying as a log power-law distribution, mainly

showed two values of fractal dimensions (FD) in the six layers. The first characteristic, including three

layers, shows low FD values of ~2.7 and is characterized with big mineral grains and small total particle

surface area, while the other shows high values of ~3.0 characterizing with aggregates down to dozens to

hundreds of nanometer in size. Coincidentally, one layer of the high FD values has been recognized as the

principal slip zone (PSZ) of the 1999 Mw7.6 Chi-Chi earthquake. It seems likely that the high FD layers

may be experienced the similar processes during faulting, e.g., thermal pressurization. It is interesting that

one high-FD-value layer displays identical textures to the PSZ showing a similar thickness, undeformed

massive structure and a similar estimation of the fracture energy of 0.15 MJ/m2. Our evidence strongly

implies that the large slip in the northern Chelungpu fault may be a consequence of the contribution of

two PSZs. Finally, given the contribution of estimated fracture energy to the breakdown work which is

1.3%, the huge remaining part of breakdown work will be frictional heat which triggered several dynamic

weakening processes such as thermal pressurization and melt lubrication.
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